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The Ripstaal Garden Edge is the ideal product 
to create a beautiful boarding for your garden. 
Originally intended as the upper edge of a pond, 
the Ripstaal Garden Edge is increasingly used as 
a lawn edging, a border for gravel and shell paths, 
ornamental paving, plant beds in your vegetable 
garden and as reinforcement under artificial grass 
borders.

With the Ripstaal Garden Edge you not only 
create a very stable edge, but also a good and 
environmentally friendly alternative to other steel or 
wood garden edges.

The Ripstaal Garden Edge is made of 100% recycled 
household plastics. This gives the plastic that you 
separate from household waste a second life.

Moreover, the Ripstaal Garden Edge itself can also 
be recycled again and serve as a raw material for 
new productions. The Garden Edge is maintenance 
free and has a long life span.

De Ripstaal Garden Edge is available in the colors: 
gray, black and corten (orange-brown).

The Ripstaal Garden Edge can be drilled and sawn 
just like wood. Use a coarse-toothed saw blade 
for better cooling to prevent plastic from melting. 

The edge fasteners can easily be screwed with a 
thin pointed (chipboard) screw. When using thicker 
screws or nails it is advisable to pre-drill.

To easily hold the Ripstaal Garden Edge in place, 
Plastic picket posts are a perfect tool. They also 
serve to support bends and undulations. The Plastic 
picket posts are available in sizes 40, 60 and 80 
cm. To make a straight boarding we recommend 
to unroll The Garden Edge and let it rest for a little 
while.

Characteristics of the Ripstaal
Garden Edge

 Ecological 
 Long lifespan
 Rot resistant
 Pliable
 Easy to transport
 Simple attachment with picket posts
 Suitable for boarding of lawn, garden path,            

     borders, vegetable garden and pond.

Check the product list on our website. In the 
product list you will find all dimensions, weights and 
packing units.
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